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Abstract. The Einstein evolution equations are studied in a gauge given by a combination of the
constant mean curvature and spatial harmonic coordinate conditions. This leads to a coupled quasi-
linear elliptic{hyperbolic system of evolution equations. We prove that the Cauchy problem is locally
strongly well{posed and that a continuation principle holds.
For initial data satisfying the Einstein constraint and gauge conditions, the solutions to the elliptic{
hyperbolic system dened by the gauge xed Einstein evolution equations are shown to give vacuum
spacetimes.
1. Introduction
In order to construct solutions to classical eld equations with constraints, such as the Yang{Mills
and Einstein equations, it is often necessary to rewrite the system, either by extracting a hyperbolic
system, or by performing a gauge xing. The gauge xing may result in a hyperbolic system, as
is the case for example using Lorentz gauge for the Yang{Mills equations, or space{time harmonic
coordinates for the Einstein equations. For discussions of hyperbolicity and gauge choices for the
Einstein equations, see [11, 6].
On the other hand, there are interesting gauge choices which lead to a coupled elliptic{hyperbolic
system, such as the Coulomb gauge for Yang{Mills, which was used in the global existence proof of
Klainerman and Machedon [10]. For the Einstein equations, the constant mean curvature gauge leads
to an elliptic equation for the Lapse function, and to an elliptic{hyperbolic system for the second
fundamental form kij, cf. [4].
In this paper we introduce and study a gauge condition for the Einstein equations, which is a
combination of constant mean curvature gauge and a spatial harmonic coordinate condition. This
leads to an elliptic{hyperbolic system where the hyperbolic part is a modied version of the Einstein
evolution equations, and where the elliptic part consists of the dening equations for Lapse and Shift.
1.1. The gauge fixed vacuum Einstein evolution equations. Let M be a compact, connected,
orientable C1 manifold of dimension n  2 and let M = RM . We dene t : M ! R by projection on
the rst component. We will consider Lorentz metrics g on M so that the level sets of t, Mt = ftgM
are Cauchy surfaces. When there is no room for confusion we write simply M instead of Mt.
Given ( M, g), let T be a time{like normal to Mt, let the Lapse function N and Shift vectoreld X
be dened by
∂t = NT + X,
and assume N > 0 so that T is future directed.
Let feigni=1, be a time independent frame on M and let feigni=1 be its dual frame. Let e0 = T and
let fegn=0 = fe0, e1, . . . , eng so that fegn=0 is an adapted frame on M (which is neither global nor
time{independent), with dual frame fegn=0. In some cases we will use local coordinates xi, and use
the notation ∂i = ∂/∂xi, for the coordinate frame and the corresponding rst derivative operators. In
the following we will use frame indices, unless otherwise specied, and let greek indices take values in
0, 1, . . . , n while lower case latin indices take values in 1, . . . , n.
The Lorentz metric g is of the form
g = −N2dt⊗ dt + gij(ei + Xidt)⊗ (ej + Xjdt), (1.1)
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where g = gijei ⊗ ej is the induced metric on M . The second fundamental form k of M in M is given
by




where L denotes the Lie{derivative operator. The vacuum Einstein equations
R = 0 (1.2)
can be written as a system of evolution and constraint equations for (g, k). The vacuum Einstein
evolution equations are
∂tgij = −2Nkij + LXgij , (1.3a)
∂tkij = −rirjN + N(Rij + trkkij − 2kimkmj) + LXkij . (1.3b)
and the vacuum constraint equations are
R− jkj2 + (trk)2 = 0, (1.4a)
ritrk −rjkij = 0. (1.4b)
A solution to the Einstein evolution and constraint equations is a curve t 7! (g, k,N,X) which satises
(1.3,1.4). Assuming sucient regularity, the spacetime metric g given in terms of (g,N,X) by (1.1)
solves the vacuum Einstein equations (1.2) if and only if the corresponding curve (g, k,N,X) solves
(1.3,1.4). The system (1.3,1.4) is not hyperbolic, and to get a well{posed evolution problem we must
modify the system. We will do this by xing the gauge.
Let g^ be a xed C1 Riemann metric on M with Levi{Civita covariant derivative r^ and Christoel
symbol Γ^kij. Dene the vector eld V
k by
V k = gijek(riej − r^iej), (1.5a)
or in local coordinates,
V k = gij(Γkij − Γ^kij). (1.5b)
Then −V k is the tension eld of the identity map Id : (M,g) ! (M, g^), so that Id is harmonic exactly
when V k = 0, see [5] for background on harmonic maps.
The constant mean curvature and spatial harmonic coordinates (CMCSH) gauge condition is given
by the equations
trgk = t (constant mean curvature) (1.6a)
V k = 0 (spatial harmonic coordinates) (1.6b)
Remark 1.1. In this paper we will restrict our attention to the homogeneous gauge conditions given
above. However, it seems likely that the ideas presented here can be generalized to include gauge source
functions, with the gauge conditions (1.6) replaced by for example
trgk = t + f0, (1.7a)
V k = fk, (1.7b)
where f0, fk are a function and a space–like vector field on M , independent of the data.







det g is the volume element on (M,g). Using the identity r^m(gmnµg) = −V nµg, ^ghij
may be written in the form
^ghij = gmnr^mr^mhij − V mr^mhij .
In particular, if the gauge condition V = 0 is satised, ^ghij = gmnr^mr^nhij . A computation, cf.
section 3, shows that
Rij = −12^ggij + Sij[g, ∂g] + δij.





and Sij[g, ∂g] is at most of quadratic order in the rst derivatives of gij . Thus the system gij 7! Rij−δij
is quasilinear elliptic.
In order to construct solutions to the Cauchy problem for the system consisting of the Einstein
evolution and constraint equations (1.3,1.4) together with the gauge conditions (1.6), we will consider
the following modied form of the Einstein evolution equations,
∂tgij = −2Nkij + LXgij , (1.10a)
∂tkij = −rirjN + N(Rij + trkkij − 2kimkmj − δij) + LXkij , (1.10b)
coupled to the elliptic dening equations for N,X, needed to preserve the imposed gauge conditions,
−N + jkj2N = 1, (1.11a)
Xi + RifX
f − LXV i = (−2Nkmn + 2rmXn)ei(rmen − r^men)
+ 2rmNkim −riNk mm . (1.11b)
If δij = 0, in particular if V k = 0, then (1.10) coincides with the Einstein vacuum evolution equations
(1.3). The vacuum Einstein evolution equations in CMCSH gauge is the coupled system (1.10{1.11).
In view of the fact that gij 7! Rij − δij is elliptic, the system (1.10) is hyperbolic, and the coupled
system (1.10{1.11) is elliptic{hyperbolic.
2. The Cauchy problem for quasi–linear hyperbolic systems
In this section we prove that the Cauchy problem for a class of quasi{linear hyperbolic evolution
equations, which includes coupled elliptic{hyperbolic systems of the form (1.10{1.11), is strongly well-
posed. The techniques used are not new, cf. [12, 17, 3, 2] for treatments of various aspects of the
problem for classical quasi{linear hyperbolic systems. The methods of Kato [8] for general quasi{linear
evolution equations can presumably be used to prove the results stated here. However, in view of the
abstract nature of the techniques involved the approach of Kato, we have decided to give a reasonably
complete treatement of the Cauchy problem for the class of equations that is of interest from the point
of view of applications in this paper and its sequel [1].
Let [g] be the ellipticity constant of g, dened as the least   1 so that
−1g(Y, Y )  g^(Y, Y )  g(Y, Y ), 8Y 2 TM. (2.1)
In the following, all norms and function space will be dened with respect to g^. Let g be dened in
terms of g,N,X by (1.1). Let
[g] = [g] + jjN jjL1 + jjN−1jjL1 + jjXjjL1 . (2.2)
For a curve of metrics t 7! g(t), it is convenient to dene
(T ) = sup
t2[0;T ]
[g(t)]. (2.3)
We write D for rst order spatial derivatives. The action of D on tensors is dened using the
covariant derivative r^ w.r.t. g^. Let Dg be the rst order spatial derivatives of g. Then
jDgj+ jDN j+ jDXj  C([g])jDgj,
jDgj  C([g])(jDgj + jDN j+ jDXj),
where j  j denotes the pointwise norm.
We recall some denitions and facts from analysis which will be needed in the proof of local existence.
Let gˆ = g^ijr^ir^j be the Laplace operator dened with respect to the background metric g^, acting
on functions or tensors, and let hDi = (1 − gˆ)1=2. Let W s;p denote the Sobolev spaces and let
Hs = W s;2. Then W s;p = hDi−sLp, for s 2 R, 1 < p < 1, with norm
jjujjW s,p = jjhDisujjLp .
In case s is a non{negative integer, W s;p, 1  p  1 is the closure of C1(M) w.r.t. the equivalent
norm
P
jkjs jjDkujjLp . We will without further notice use the same notation for spaces of tensor elds
as for spaces of functions on M .
For I  R an interval, we use the notation F (I;W s;p) for the space of curves of class F with values
in W s;p. Spaces which will be used are F = C,C0;1, Cj, L1, L1, W j;1, where C0;1 denotes the space
of continuous functions with one (time) derivative in L1.
We use the notation OPs for pseudo{dierential operators with symbol in the Hormander class
Ss1;0, see Taylor [17] for details. For P 2 OPs, s 2 R,
jjPujjW r,p  CjjujjW r+s,p, for r 2 R. (2.4)
In particular, hDis 2 OPs and D 2 OP1.
The following basic inequalities will be used. Assume 1 < p < 1.
1. Product estimate I (Kato and Ponce [9, Lemma X4], [17, (3.1.59)]). If s > 0, W s;p \ L1 is an
algebra, and the inequality
jjuvjjW s,p  C(jjujjL1 jjvjjW s,p + jjujjW s,p jjvjjL1) (2.5)
holds. In particular if s > n/p, then jjuvjjW s,p  CjjujjW s,p jjvjjW s,p .
2. Product estimate II (special case of [13, Theorem 9.5 3], see also [17, x3.5]). Assume ti  0,
i = 1, 2, some ti > 0. Then for s  min(t1, t2, t1 + t2−n/p), (where the inequality must be strict
if some ti = n/p),
jjuvjjW s,p  CjjujjW t1,p jjvjjW t2,p . (2.6)
3. Composition estimate ([17, x3.1], see also [15, Theorem 1]) Let 1  s < µ, and suppose F 2 C(R)
with F (0) = 0, where C denotes the Holder space. Then for u 2 W s;p \ L1,
jjF (u)jjW s,p  CjjujjW s,p(1 + jjujj−1L1 ).
4. Commutator estimate I ([17, Prop. 3.6.A]) Assume P 2 OPs, s > 0, σ  0, then
jj[P, u]vjjW σ,p  C(jjDujjL1 jjvjjW s−1+σ,p + jjujjW s+σ,pjjvjjL1). (2.7)
5. Commutator estimate II ([17, (3.6.2)]) Assume P 2 OP1. Then
jj[P, u]vjjLp  CjjDujjL1 jjvjjLp .
Restricting to Sobolev spaces of integer order, the above inequalities can be proved using the classical
methods of calculus.
We next introduce the class of nonlinear evolution equations which will be considered. As our
application is to the Einstein evolution equations, we will consider symmetric 2{tensors on M as the
unknowns, but it should be stressed, that the proof generalizes essentially without change to sections
of general vector bundles over M .
We will think of the symmetric 2{tensors uij , vij as sections of the vector bundle Q of symmetric
2{tensors over (M,g) with ber inner product hu, vi given by
hu, vi = uijvklg^ikg^jl
and the corresponding norm juj dened by juj = hu, ui1=2. The natural ber inner product on deriva-
tives is
hr^u, r^vig = hr^mu, r^nvigmn,
with corresponding norm jr^ujg. The covariant derivative is metric,
Y hu, vi = hr^Y u, vi + hu, r^Y vi,





cf. (1.8), is self-adjoint with respect to the natural L2 inner product on Q,Z
M




The curvature on Q can be computed in terms of the Riemann tensor R^ijkl of r^,
r^mr^nhij − r^nr^mhij = −R^l imnhlj − R^l jmnhil.












We will use the notation U = (u, v), Hs = Hs Hs−1, W1;1 = W 1;1  L1. Write L[U ] for L given
by (2.8), with (g,N,X) = (g,N,X)[U ], and consider Cauchy problems of the form
L[U ]U = F [U ], U
t=0
= U0. (2.9)
Dene the space CkT (Hs), k  bsc, to be
CkT (Hs) = \0jk−1Cj([0, T ];Hs−j).
Definition 2.1. A number T > 0 is called a time of existence in Hs for the Cauchy problem (2.9)
if there is a unique solution U 2 C([0, T ];Hs) \ C1([0, T ];Hs−1) to (2.9). The maximal time of
existence in Hs for 2.9 is
T+ = supfT : T is a time of existence for (2.9)g.
The Cauchy problem (2.9) is called strongly locally well posed in Ck(Hs) if the solution map
U0 ! U is continuous as a map
Hs ! CkT (Hs)
for a time of existence T = T (U0) > 0, which depends continuously on U0 2 Hs. The continuity of
U0 ! U is called Cauchy stability.
The following denition states the regularity properties of L,F which will imply that the Cauchy
problem (2.9) is strongly locally well{posed.
Definition 2.2. The system L[U ]U = F [U ] is called quasi–linear hyperbolic in V  Hs, if the
maps
U 7! h[U ] = (g[U ],N [U ],X[U ]), V ! Hs (2.10a)
U 7! F [U ], V ! Hs (2.10b)
are defined and continuous, g = g[U ] defined in terms of (g,N,X)[U ] satisfies (g) < 1 for U 2 V,
and there is a continuous function CL = CL(U0) such that for each U0 2 V the following holds.
1. Bs1=CL(U0)  V, where Bs1=CL(U0) is the ball in Hs of radius 1/CL, centered at U0.
2. The maps (2.10) are Lipschitz on Bs1=CL(U0) with Lipschitz constant CL w.r.t. Hr, 1  r  s,
explicitly
jjh[U ] − h[U 0]jjHr  CLjjU − U 0jjHr
jjF [U ] −F [U 0]jjHr  CLjjU − U 0jjHr
for all U1,U2 2 Bs1=CL(U0).
3. The maps h,F have Frechet derivatives Dh,DF satisfying
jjDh[U ]U 0jjHs−1  CLjjU 0jjHs−1
jjDF [U ]U 0jjHs−1  CLjjU 0jjHs−1
for all U 2 Bs1=CL(U0).
4. Let m be an integer, 1  m  bsc−1. For all integers j, 1  j  m, f`igji=1, `i  1,
Pj
i=1 `i = m,
the Frechet derivatives Djh[U ], DjF [U ] of order j are Lipschitz functions from Bs1=CL(U0) to the







respectively. We call m the order of regularity of (2.9).
Remark 2.1. The order of regularity determines the regularity of the solution w.r.t. time. For strong
local well–posedness, it is sufficient to have order of regularity m = 1.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.3. Let s > n/2 + 1. Assume that (2.9) is quasi–linear hyperbolic, regular of order m 
bsc − 1, in V  Hs. Then the following holds.
1. (Strong local well–posedness) The Cauchy problem (2.9) is strongly locally well–posed in Cm+1(Hs)
with time of existence which can be chosen depending only on M,[g[U0]], jjDg[U0]jjL1 , jjU0jjHs ,
jjg[U0]jjHs , and the constant CL = CL(U0) in Definition 2.2.
2. (Continuation) Let T+ be a maximal time of existence for (2.9). Then either T+ = 1 or
lim sup
t%T+
max([g], jjDgjjL1 , jj∂tgjjL1 , CL) = 1. (2.11)
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.3. In subsection 2.1, the basic energy
estimate, Lemma 2.7 is proved. Local existence and uniqueness is proved in subsection 2.2, Cauchy
stability is proved in subsection 2.3 and the continuation principle, point 2 is proved in subsection 2.4.
2.1. Energy estimates. In this subsection, x T > 0, let M = [0, T ]  M , and assume that g 2
L1([0, T ];W 1;1) \ C0;1([0, T ];L1) and N,N−1,X 2 L1([0, T ];W 1;1). Unless otherwise stated, all
constants in this subsection depend only on T and (T ). For the applications in this paper, there is
no loss of generality in assuming, in this subsection, that all elds are C1 on M . We will consider
the linear system
L[g,N,X]U = F , U
t=0
= U0, (2.12)

















Given g,X, let ρ be dened by
ρ = −1
2
(∂tg − LXg), (2.13)
so that N−1ρ is the second fundamental form of M in ( M, g). Then under the present assumptions,
ρ 2 L1( M ).





(juj2 + jruj2g + jvj2)µg,
Lemma 2.4. Assume that U 2 L1([0, T ];H2) \C0;1([0, T ];H1) is a solution to (2.12). Then
j∂tEj  C(E1=2jjFjjH1 + (1 + jjρjjL1)E), (2.14)
where C = C([g]).





hu,Nv + Fui+ hr^mu, r^nFuigmn







hr^iu, r^juiρij − 12(juj
2 + jr^uj2g + jvj2)trρ

µg,
where the curvature term R^rnu is given by
R^rnuij = −R^l irnulj − R^l jrnuil.
An application of the Schwartz inequality gives the result.
Using (2.14) to estimate ∂tE1=2 and integrating the resulting inequality gives








An application of the Gronwall inequality gives
E1=2(T )  CeC
R T
0
jj(t)jjL1dt(E1=2(0) + jjFjjL1([0;T ];H1)). (2.16)
Higher order regularity is proved by estimating Es(T ) = Es(T ;U) dened by
Es(T ) = jjUjjL1([0;T ];Hs), s  1. (2.17)
We have
Es(T ;U)  CE1(T ; hDis−1U), s  1. (2.18)
The inequality (2.18) gives
Lemma 2.5. Assume U 2 L1([0, T ];H2)\C0;1([0, T ];H1) solves (2.12). Then with ρ given by (2.13),
E1(T ;U)  CeC
R T
0 jj(t)jjL1dt(E1(0;U) + jjFjjL1([0;T ];H1)). (2.19)
In order to derive higher order energy estimates, we will apply (2.19) to hDis−1U using the identity
LhDis−1U = [L, hDis−1]U + hDis−1F .
In order to do this we must estimate the commutator [L, hDis−1]U . This is done in the following
Lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let s > 1. Assume (g,N,X) 2 Hs \W 1;1, U 2 Hs \W1;1. Then
jj[L, hDis−1]UjjH1  C([g])(jjgjjW 1,1 jjUjjHs + jjgjjHs jjUjjW1,1). (2.20)
Proof. By construction, [∂t, hDi] = 0, and hence
[L, hDis−1]U =

[hDis−1,N ]v + [hDis−1, r^X ]u
[hDis−1,N^g]u + [hDis−1, r^X ]v

.
In the following we will write D for a rst order operator with smooth coecients, such as given by
for example r^ 2 OP1, so that r^X = BD with B of order zero. Recall that [D, hDis−1] 2 OPs−1. In
case s is an integer, then r^s−1 may be used instead of hDis−1 in this proof. We need to estimate the
following quantities:
jj[hDis−1,N ]vjjH1 , jj[hDis−1, r^X ]ujjH1 ,
jj[hDis−1,N^g]ujjL2 , jj[hDis−1, r^X ]vjjL2 .
We will treat each term separately. For the rst term, the commutator estimate gives
jj[hDis−1,N ]vjjH1  CjjDN jjL1 jjvjjHs−1 + jjN jjHs jjvjjL1 .
The identity
[BD, hDis−1]u = B[D, hDis−1]u + [B, hDis−1]Du, (2.21)
gives using the product and commutator estimates,
jj[hDis−1, r^X ]ujjH1  C(jjXjjW 1,1 jjujjHs + jjXjjHs jjDujjL1).
This takes care of the second term. Next, the identity
[hDis−1, BD]v = hDis−1[B,D]v + [hDis−1,D]Bv + [DhDis−1, B]v
gives
jj[hDis−1, r^X ]vjjL2  C(jjXjjW 1,1 jjvjjHs−1 + jjXjjHs jjvjjL1),
which takes care of the fourth term. Finally, for the third term, we may in view of (1.8) write the
second order operator P = N^g in the form
Pu = AD2u + BDu.
With D = r^, we have
AD2u = Ngmnr^mr^nu,
BDu = −NV lr^lu = −Ngmn(Γlmn − Γ^lmn)r^lu,
with A 2 Hs \W 1;1, B 2 Hs−1 \ L1.
The term [hDis−1, BD]u is can be estimated in L2 by expanding the commutator and using the
product estimates to get
jj[hDis−1, BD]ujjL2  C(jjBjjL1 jjujjHs + jjBjjHs−1 jjDujjL1).
The identity
[AD2, hDis−1]u = A[D2, hDis−1]u + [A, hDis−1D]Du + (hDis−1DA)(Du), (2.22)
together with the commutator and product estimates gives
jj[AD2, hDis−1]ujjL2  C(jjAjjW 1,1 jjujjHs + jjAjjHs jjDujjL1).
We now have
jj[P, hDis−1]ujjL2  C ((jjAjjW 1,1 + jjBjjL1)jjujjHs
+(jjAjjHs + jjBjjHs−1)jjDujjL1 .)
This gives
jj[hDis−1,N^g]ujjL2  C([g]) (jjgjjW 1,1 + jjN jjW 1,1)jjujjHs
+(jjgjjHs + jjN jjHs)jjDujjL1) .
Collecting the above and using [g], jjgjj, jjDgjj for the terms involving norms of g,N,X, gives the
result.
Using the Gronwall inequality, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.4 gives the following higher order energy
estimate for the linear system (2.12).
Lemma 2.7. Assume g 2 L1([0, T ];Hs \W 1;1), ∂tg 2 L1([0, T ];Hs−1\L1), s  2. Let U = (u, v)
be a solution to (2.12) satisfying u 2 L1([0, T ];Hs\W 1;1)\C0;1([0, T ];Hs−1), v 2 L1([0, T ];Hs−1\
L1) \C0;1([0, T ];Hs−2), s  2. Then, there is a constant C = C(T,(T )) so that
Es(T ;U)  CeC
R T
0





In particular, if s > n/2 + 1,
Es(T ;U)  CeC
R T
0 (jjjjHs−1+jjg¯jjHs)dt(Es(0;U) + jjFjjL1([0;T ];Hs)). (2.23b)
To prove (2.23b), note that if s > n/2 + 1, the quantities jjρjjL1 , jjDgjjL1 , and jjUjjW1,1 , are
dominated by jjρjjHs−1 , jjgjjHs , and Es(T ;U), and apply the Gronwall inequality to (2.23a).
2.2. Local existence and uniqueness. This subsection is devoted to the proof of local existence
and uniqueness for (2.9). The proof is an iteration argument, following [12].
Note that by Denition 2.2, CL = CL(U0) is continous in U0. Further, [g[U ]], jjDg[U ]jjL1 can be
estimated in terms of [g[U0]], jjDg[U0]jjL1 and CL. In the rest of this subsection, unless otherwise
stated, constants will depend only on M,[g[U0]], jjDg[U0]jjL1 , jjU0jjHs , jjg[U0]jjHs , and the constant
CL = CL(U0).
Let R = 1/CL. Let fU0mg1m=0  C1 \ BsR=4(U0) be a sequence of approximations of U0 given by
smoothing. We will construct a sequence of approximate solutions
fUmg1m=0  C1([0, T];BsR(U0)),
for some T > 0, to be chosen, with initial data for Um given by U0m.
Set U0(t)  U00 , F0  0, and let L0 = L[g0,N0,X0] be the time{frozen version of L dened by
setting (g0(t),N0(t),X0(t))  (g[U00 ],N [U00 ],X[U00 ]).
For m > 0, let
(gm,Nm,Xm) = (g[Um],N [Um],X[Um]),
Lm = L[Um],
Fm = F [Um],
and dene Um+1 to be the solution of the linear Cauchy problem




The existence of solutions for the Cauchy problem for linear hyperbolic problems with smooth coef-
cients is standard, the proof given in [16, Theorem 3.3] is easily adapted to the present situation.
Suppose fUm0gmm0=0 is a sequence of solutions to (2.24) with Um0 taking values in BsR(U0). By point 3
of Denition 2.2, we get
jj∂tg[Um(t)]jjHs−1  CLjj∂tUmjjHs−1 . (2.25)
Let ρm = −12(∂tgm − LXmgm). From (2.24) it follows, using the energy estimate, that jj∂tUmjjHs−1 is
bounded by a constant depending on CL and hence in view of (2.25) we get a bound on jjρmjjHs−1 +
jjgmjjHs . Given this estimate, it follows from Lemma 2.7, that there is a constant CR < 1, so that as
long as fUm0gmm=0 takes values in BsR(U0), the energy estimate
Es(T ;Um+1)  CR(Es(0;Um+1) + jjFjjL1([0;T ];Hs)) (2.26)
holds for Um+1, for T  1. The restriction T  1 is made so that CR does not depend on T . We can
choose the sequence fU0mg1m=0 such that
U0m 2 BsR=4(U0) for m  0 (2.27)
CRjjUm(0, ) − Um0(0, )jjHs < R/4 for m,m0  0. (2.28)
We will prove, for a T  1 to be chosen, convergence for this sequence in L1([0, T];Hs)\C0;1([0, T];Hs−1)
to a limit
U 2 C([0, T];Hs) \ C1([0, T];Hs−1),
by the following steps:
1. fUmg1m=0  L1([0, T];BsR(U0)), by Lemma 2.8
2. fUmg1m=0 is a Cauchy sequence in L1([0, T];H2) \ C0;1([0, T];H1), by Lemma 2.9, with limit
U satisfying
(U , ∂tU) 2 Cw([0, T];Hs Hs−1) \ L1([0, T];Hs Hs−1),
by Lemma 2.10. See (2.30) below for the denition of Cw.
3. U is a solution to (2.9).
4. U 2 C([0, T];Hs) \ C1([0, T];Hs−1), Lemma 2.11.
Lemma 2.8 (Boundedness in high norm). There is a time T > 0 such that fUmg  L1([0, T];BsR(U0)).
Proof. We must prove that there is a T > 0 so that if Um 2 L1([0, T];BsR(U0)), then Um+1 2
L1([0, T];BsR(U0)). In order to do this we consider
Lm(Um+1 − U0) = Fm − LmU0
It follows from (2.26) that
jjUm+1 − U0jjL1([0;T ];Hs)  CR
(jjU0m+1 − U00 jjHs+
jjFmjjL1([0;T ];Hs) + jjLmU0jjL1([0;T ];Hs)

and we see using (2.28) and the fact that jjf jjL1([0;t])  tjjf jjL1([0;t]), that there is a T  1 so that if
Um 2 L1([0, T];BsR(U0)), then
jjUm+1 − U0jjL1([0;T];Hs) < R/2. (2.29)
By construction U0(t)  U00 and hence it follows from (2.27) that Um+1 2 L1([0, T];BsR(U0)). This
completes the proof of Lemma 2.8.
Lemma 2.9 (Convergence in low norm). There is a time T > 0, so that fUmg is Cauchy in L1([0, T];H2)\
C0;1([0, T];H1).
Proof. Let T be as in Lemma 2.8. Let T  T. We compute
Lm(Um+1 − Um0+1) = Fm −Fm0 − (Lm − Lm0)Um0+1
and hence
jjUm+1 − Um0+1jjL1([0;T ];H2)  CR
(jjU0m+1 − U0m0+1jjH2
+ jjFm −Fm0 jjL1([0;T ];H2)
+jj(Lm − Lm0)Um0+1jjL1([0;T ];H2)

Using the Lipschitz property of the map U 7! (g,N,X,F) we see that by possibly decreasing T we
get for all m,m0  m0,




jjUm − Um0 jjL1([0;T];H2)
As U0m is Cauchy in H2, we can by thinning out the sequence fU0mg getX
m
CRjjU0m+2 − U0m+1jjH2 < R/2
Let βm = CRjjU0m+1 − U0mjjH2 , m  0 and am = jjUm − Um−1jjL1([0;T ];H2), m  1. Then,
am+1  βm + 12am, m  1.
Solving the dierence equation








and which shows fUmg is Cauchy in L1([0, T];H2). It is now clear from the mapping properties of
(g,N,X,F) and the equation of motion, that fUmg is Cauchy in L1([0, T];H2)\C0;1([0, T];H1).
The dual space to Hs is H−s. Let (φ, u)−s;s denote the duality pairing of H−s with Hs. Then
j(φ, u)−s;sj  jjφjjH−s jjujjHs . Dene the space Cw([0, T ];Hs) of weakly continuous functions on [0, T ]
with values in Hs, i.e.
Cw([0, T ];Hs) = fu : (φ, u)−s;s 2 C([0, T ]), for all φ 2 H−sg (2.30)
Lemma 2.10 (Weak convergence). Let fumg1m=1  C([0, T ];Hs), s > 0 be a bounded sequence and
assume fumg is Cauchy in L1([0, T ];Hs0) for some s0, 0  s0 < s. Then there is a u 2 Cw([0, T ];Hs)\
L1([0, T ];Hs) so that for all φ 2 H−s, (φ, um)−s;s ! (φ, u)−s;s uniformly in L1[0, T ] as m !1.
Proof. Let φ 2 H−s be arbitrary and x  > 0. Let C be a constant so that jjumjjHs  C for all m.
Let u be the limit of fumg in L1([0, T ];Hs0). By the uniform bound on jjumjjL1([0;T ];Hs), we nd
u 2 L1([0, T ];Hs).
Recall H−s0 is dense in H−s, hence there is a φ0 2 H−s0 so that jjφ−φ0jjH−s < /3C. Since um ! u
in Hs
0
, we may choose m large enough so that jjφ0jjH−s0 jjum − ujjHs0 < /3. Then at t 2 [0, T ],
j(φ, um)−s;s − (φ, u)−s;sj  j(φ− φ0, um)−s;sj
+ j(φ0, um − u)−s0;s0j+ j(φ0 − φ, u)−s;sj < 
As  was arbitrary, we nd that the sequence (φ, um)−s;s 2 C([0, T ]) converges uniformly to (φ, u)−s;s 2
C([0, T ]). Hence u 2 Cw([0, T ];Hs) as φ 2 H−s was arbitrary.
Next we prove that U solves (2.9). It is clear from the construction that U(0) = U0, so we need to
show that L[U ]U − F [U ] = 0. Consider the sequence fUmg dened by (2.24). We compute
L[U ]U − F [U ] = (L[U ]− L[Um])U + L[Um](U − Um+1) + (F [Um]−F [U ]).
By Lemma 2.9, and the Lipschitz property of U 7! (g,N,X,F), the right hand side tends to zero in
H1 as m ! 1. However, the left hand side is independent of m and hence equals zero. This proves
that U is a solution to (2.9).
At this stage we know that t 7! (U , ∂tU) is weakly continuous and that U is a solution to (2.9). In
order to prove U 2 C([0, T];Hs) \ C1([0, T];Hs−1), we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.11 (Continuity). Assume U is a solution to (2.9) with F 2 Hs, and assume (U , ∂tU)
satisfies (U , ∂tU) 2 Cw([0, T ];Hs  Hs−1) \ L1([0, T ];Hs  Hs−1), s > n/2 + 1. Then (U , ∂tU) 2
C([0, T ];Hs Hs−1).
Proof. First recall that continuity on [0, T ] is equivalent to right and left continuity at each t 2 [0, T ].
Changing the direction of time gives an equation of the same type, so it is sucient to prove strong
right continuity at t 2 [0, T ]. By a reparametrization, there is no loss of generality in assuming t = 0.
We know from Lemma 2.10 that U is weakly continuous. In order to prove strong continuity, we
will use the fact that if wm ! w weakly, then wm ! w strongly if jjwmjj ! jjwjj, cf. [14, x12, exercise
3]. By xing (g,N,X)[U(t)] in the denition of E , we may dene a norm
jjjU 0jjj2s;t = E(t; hDis−1U 0) (2.31)
which for xed t, is an equivalent norm to jj  jjHs . By (2.18), (2.15) and Lemma 2.6,
jjjU(t)jjjs;t ! jjjU(0)jjjs;0 as t & 0.
By compact imbedding, U 2 C([0, T ];Hs0) for s0 < s, and hence we have g 2 C([0, T ];Hs0). From this
fact it follows easily that
jjjU(t)jjjs;0 ! jjjU(0)jjjs;0 as t & 0. (2.32)
and hence U is right continuous in Hs at t = 0. The corresponding property for ∂tU follows from
equation (2.9).
By Lemma 2.11, we have U 2 C([0, T];Hs) \ C1([0, T];Hs−1). It follows from (2.9) and the
assumptions on the map U ! (g,N,X,F) that U 2 Cm+1T (Hs), where m is the order of regularity of
(2.9). The contraction property used in the proof of Lemma 2.9 shows that U is the unique solution
to (2.9).
2.3. Cauchy stability. In this section we will give a proof of Cauchy stability following [2, 3]. We
will give the proof only for the case s = k, k integer, k > n/2 + 1, and assuming that (2.9) is regular
of order m = k − 1. The proof is easily adapted to noninteger s > n/2 + 1 and general m.
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Consider the linear problem
L[h]U = F , U
t=0
= U0
where we use h to denote the coecients g,N,X of L. We will use the convention that jjjhjjj‘;T and
hhhii‘;T denotes the norm dened analogously to the above but using Hk instead of Hk. From the
energy estimate, Lemma 2.7 we get for 2  `  k, ` integer,
jjjUjjj‘;T  C(jjjhjjjk;T )(jjU0jj+ jjjF(0)jjj‘−1 + hhFii‘;T ) (2.33)
The proof of the following approximation Lemma is a straightforward application of the denitions.
Lemma 2.12 (Approximation). Given any U0 2 H‘,F 2 L1T (H‘), `  2, ` integer, there are for any
 > 0, U0 2 C1,F 2 C1 such that
jjU0 − U0 jj‘ < 
jjjF(0) −F(0)jjj‘−1 < 
hhF − Fii‘;T < 
2.3.1. Perturbation estimate for `  k − 1. Consider the linear problems
L[h]U = F , U
t=0
= U0
L[h0]U 0 = F 0, U 0
t=0
= U 00




In the following write L = L[h], L0 = L[h0] and assume h, h0 2 CT (Hk). In applying the energy esti-
mates in the following we will let C be a constant depending on T as well as on [g], jjjhjjjk;T , jjjh0jjjk;T .
All of these quantities are under our control, using the apriori estimates.
We calculate
L0(U 0 − U) = F 0 −F + (L− L0)U
L(U − U) = F − F
Let
Ω‘() = jjjU0 jjj‘ + jjjF(0)jjj‘−1 + hhFii‘;T
so that by (2.33), for `  k,
jjjUjjj‘;T  CΩ‘().
Then, for `  k − 1,
hh(L− L0)Uii‘;T  Cjjjh− h0jjjk−1;T Ω‘+1()
Now we get from (2.33), for `  k − 1,
jjjU 0 − Ujjj‘;T  C
jjjU 00 − U0 jjj‘ + jjjF 0(0) −F(0)jjj‘−1
+hhF 0 −Fii‘;T + hhh− h0iik−1;T Ω‘+1()
}
It is important to note that this works only for `  k − 1.
The energy estimate (2.33), gives when applied to U − U for `  k − 1,
jjjU − Ujjj‘;T  C.
Putting this together gives for `  k − 1,
jjjU − U 0jjj‘;T  C

 + jjjU 00 − U0jjj‘ + jjjF(0) −F 0(0)jjj‘−1
+hhF − F 0ii‘;T + hhh − h0iik−1;T Ω()
} (2.34)
2.3.2. Perturbation estimate for ` = k. Let
B = ∂t −X
so that







Let δ = BU . Then δ solves




F = [B, J ]U + BF
U0 = (JU + F)
t=0
We have the corresponding primed identities.
Remark 2.2. For general s we have F under control in Hs−1, and this is also true for U0. This
observation allows one to generalize the proof to general s,m.
From (2.34) applied to δ − δ0, we get
jjjδ − δ0jjjk−1;T  C

 + jj U 00 − U0jjk−1 + jjj F(0)− F 0(0)jjjk−2
+hh F − F 0iik−1;T + hhh− h0iik−1;T Ω()
}
The terms jj U 00 − U0jjk−1, jjj F(0) − F 0(0)jjjk−2, hh F − F 0iik−1;T can be estimated in terms of
jjU 00 − U0jjk, jjjF(0) −F 0(0)jjjk−1, hhF − F 0iik;T .
This gives
jjjδ − δ0jjjk−1;T  C

 + jjU 00 − U0jjk + jjjF(0) −F 0(0)jjjk−1
+hhF − F 0iik;T + hhh− h0iik−1;T Ω()
}
where now C also depends on jjU0jjk, jjU 00jjk.
We now use an elliptic estimate for U − U 0. A computation shows
J(U − U 0) = δ − δ0 + F 0 −F + (J 0 − J)U 0 (2.35)
From the denition of J and standard elliptic theory we get the estimate
jjUjjk  C(jjJUjjk−1 + jjUjjk−1)
Hence (2.35) implies the estimate
jjU(t)− U 0(t)jjk  C(jjδ − δ0jjk−1 + jjF 0 −Fjjk−1 + jjh− h0jjk−1jjU 0jjk)
Now calculate
∂t(U − U 0) = BU −B0U 0 + XU −X 0U 0
= δ − δ0 + X(U − U 0) + (X −X 0)U 0
Iterating this estimate gives together with the above
jjjU − U 0jjjk;T  C

 + jjU0 − U 00jjk + jjjF(0) −F 0(0)jjjk−1
+hhF − F 0iik;T + jjjh− h0jjjk−1;T Ω()
} (2.36)
2.3.3. Application to the nonlinear system. Consider the Cauchy problems
L[U ]U = F [U ], U
t=0
= U0,
L[U 0]U 0 = F [U 0], U 0
t=0
= U 00.
We wish to estimate jjjU − U 0jjjk;T in terms of U0 − U 00. By the assumptions, if U ,U 0 are close, there
is a constant CLip (not to be confused with CL), such that
jjjF [U ](0) −F [U 0](0)jjjk−1  CLipjjU0 − U 00jjk−1,
hhF [U ] −F [U 0]iik;T  CLiphhU − U 0iik;T ,
jjjh− h0jjjk−1;T  CLipjjjU − U 0jjjk−1;T .
By (2.36) we now get an estimate of the form
jjjU − U 0jjjk;T  C

 + jjU0 − U 00jjk
+hhU − U 0iik;T + jjjU − U 0jjjk−1;T Ω()
}
.
The term hhU − U 0iik;T can be eliminated from the right hand side by an application of the Gronwall
inequality. This gives
jjjU − U 0jjjk;T  C

 + jjU0 − U 00jjk + jjjU − U 0jjjk−1;T Ω()
}
. (2.37)
Now consider a sequence fU0g  Hk, such that U0 ! U0 in Hk as α !1. Let U solve




By compact imbedding we can choose a subsequence so that jjjU − Ujjjk−1;T ! 0. It follows from
(2.37), using the fact that  was arbitrary, that
jjjU − Ujjjk;T ! 0, as α !1.
This completes the proof of Cauchy stability and point 1 of Theorem 2.3 is proved.
2.4. Continuation. It remains to prove the continuation principle, point 2 of Theorem 2.3. Suppose
for a contradiction, (2.11) does not hold and that T+ < 1 is the maximal time of existence. Then by
the proof of local existence, there is a uniform lower bound for the time of existence with initial data
U(t), t < T+. This contradicts T+ < 1. The fact that U0 ! T+ is continuous follows from Cauchy
stability. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.
3. The Cauchy problem for the modified Einstein evolution equations
Let n  2 and x s > n/2 + 1. The vacuum Einstein equations have special structure in dimension
2 + 1 which we do not make use of, but we allow n = 2 here and in the following sections for
completeness.
Let P be the operator dened by
PY i = Xi + RifX
f − LXV i − 2rmXnei(rmen − r^men),
where V is given by (1.5). Let the operators B,E be dened by
Bf = −f + jkj2f,
Ef = −2rmfkim +rifk mm + 2fkmn(Γimn − Γ^imn).



















The operator A is second order elliptic.
Dene V to be the set of symmetric covariant tensors (g, k) 2 Hs Hs−1 such that
g is a Riemann metric (3.3a)
The operators B,P : H2 ! L2, are isomorphisms at (g, k). (3.3b)
Suppose V is nonempty. For (g, k) 2 V, let CNX = CNX(g, k) be a constant so that for functions u
and vectorelds Y ,
jjujjL2  CNX jjBujjL2 , (3.4a)
jjY jjL2  CNX jjPY jjL2 . (3.4b)





= (g0, k0), (3.5)
is strongly locally well{posed. We will refer to this problem as the CMCSH Cauchy problem with
data (g0, k0).
Theorem 3.1. The CMCSH Cauchy problem with initial data (g0, k0) 2 V is strongly locally well–
posed in Ck(Hs), k = bsc. In particular, there is a time of existence T > 0 so that the solution map
(g0, k0) ! (g, k,N,X) is continuous
Hs Hs−1 ! CkT(Hs Hs−1 Hs+1 Hs+1)
Here T can be chosen to depend only on CNX(g0, k0), [g0] and jjg0jjHs . Further T can be chosen
so that it depends continuously on (g0, k0) 2 Hs Hs−1.
Let T+ be the maximal time of existence of the solution to the CMCSH Cauchy problem with data
(g0, k0). Let CNX = CNX((g(t), k(t)) be defined by (3.4). Then either T+ = 1 or
lim sup
t%T+
max([g], jjDgjjL1 , jjkjjL1 , CNX) = 1
To prove Theorem 3.1 we will show that the CMCSH Cauchy problem is quasi{linear hyperbolic in
V, regular of order bsc − 1. The result then follows from Theorem 2.3. The following Lemma gives
the basic estimates used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. The set V defined by (3.3) is an open subset of HsHs−1. Let N,X be the solution to
(1.11) w.r.t. (g, k) and let g be defined by (1.1) in terms of (g,N,X). Let the map σ : (g, k) 7! (N,X)
be defined by solving (1.11).
There is a constant CL depending only on CNX ,[g], jjDgjjL1 such that the following holds.
1. Bs1=CL(g
0, k0)  V, where Bs1=CL(g0, k0) is the ball in Hs of radius 1/CL centered at (g0, k0).
2. σ has the Lipschitz property
jjσ(g, k) − σ(g0, k0)jjHr+1  CLjj(g, k) − (g0, k0)jjHr .
for all (g, k), (g0, k0) 2 Bs1=CL(g0, k0), 1  r  s.
3. The Frechet derivative Dσ satisfies
jjDσ(g, k)(g0 , k0)jjHs  CLjj(g0, k0)jjHs−1
for (g, k) 2 Bs1=CL(g0, k0).
4. For integers m, j, `i, such that m = bsc−1, 1  j  m, 1  `i,
P
i `i = m, the Frechet derivative
Djσ is a Lipschitz map from Bs1=CL(g




Remark 3.1. Note that the Lemma gives an estimate for N,X 2 Hs+1. This extra regularity for
N,X will be important later in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Consider the second order elliptic system for (N,X) given by (1.11). In this system the zeroth
order coecients depend on the Ricci tensor R ji and derivatives of the vector eld V
i given by (1.5),
and thus, at rst glance, appear to contain second derivatives of gij , i.e. terms in Hs−2. In order to
prove that (N,X) 2 Hs+1 Hs+1 for (g, k) 2 V, we must prove that these second derivative terms
cancel.
It is clear from (1.11) that it is sucient to restrict our attention to the system
Y i 7! Y i + RifY f − LY V i
where V i is given by (1.5). We have
Yc + R fc Yf = g
abra(rbYc +rcYb −rmY mgbc)
We will compute in local coordinates. Writing rbYc +rbYc = LY gbc in terms of ∂i gives
LY gbc = Y f∂fgbc + gbf∂cY f + gcf∂bY f .
Using this together with rmY m = 12gmnLY gmn shows after some manipulations that the terms in
Yc + R
f
c Yf containing second derivatives of gab can be written in the form
1
2
gabY m∂m(∂agbc + ∂bgac − ∂cgab). (3.6)




gkl(∂jgkl + ∂kgjl − ∂lgkj)
and the form of V d in local coordinates (1.5b) one sees that (3.6) exactly cancel the terms in gcdLY V d
containing second order derivatives in gij.
Let the operators B,P,A be as in (3.1). It follows from the fact that A is lower triangular that if
B,P : H2 ! L2 are isomorphisms, then also A : H2 ! L2 is an isomorphism.
With u = (N,X), (3.2) and hence (1.11) is of the form
A(g,Dg, k)ul = F l(g,Dg, k) (3.7)
where F is a smooth function of its arguments and A is a second order elliptic system of the form
A(g,Dg, k)ul = gmn∂m∂nul + bl im(g,Dg, k)∂iu
m + clm(g,Dg, k)u
m, (3.8)
where b, c are smooth functions of their arguments. It now follows from standard elliptic theory, cf.
[17] that an inequality of the form
jjujjHr+2  C(jjAujjHr + jjujjHr ), 0  r  s− 1, (3.9)
holds. Uniqueness together with compact imbedding implies that the lower order term can be elimi-
nated from this inequality. We sketch the standard argument for this.
Suppose that an inequality of the form jjujjHr+2  CjjAujjHr does not hold. Then there is a
sequence fuig1i=1 with jjuijjHr+2 = 1, and jjAuijjHr ! 0 as i ! 1. Since M is compact, Hr+2 is
compactly imbedded in Hr, and therefore there is a subsequence fujg which converges to some u
which by construction satises Au = 0. By (3.9), in fact u 2 Hr+2. The existence of a solution u
to Au = 0 contradicts the assumption that equation (3.7) has unique solutions. Thus, an inequality
of the form
jjujjHr+2  CjjAujjHr , 0  r  s− 1, (3.10)
holds. It follows from the commutator estimates as in Lemma 2.7, that the constant C in (3.10)
depends only on CL.
It is convenient to use the notation h = (g, k), Hs = Hs  Hs−1. We write A[h] = A[g,Dg, k],
F [h] = F (g,Dg, k) etc. To prove that C depends continuously on h 2 Hs, let h0 be close to h in Hs
and calculate
jjA[h0]ujjHr  jjA[h]ujjHr − jj(A[h0]−A[h])ujjHr
 C−1jjujjHr+2 − C1jjh0 − hjjHs jjujjHr+2
which by choosing h0 suciently close to h shows that the estimate jjujjHr+2  C 0jjAujjHr holds in a
neighborhood of g with a uniform constant C 0 arbitrarily close to C. In particular, for h0 close to h,
A[h0] is an isomorphism. From this follows easily the rst part of the Lemma and point 1.
The Lipschitz property, point 2 for the map (g, k) ! (N,X) similarly follows from a perturbation
argument, using elliptic estimates and the composition estimate.
Points 3 and 4 follow from elliptic estimates for (3.7) together with multilinear estimates for the
coecients, which are local functions of the arguments. The proof is straightforward, the basic tool
being the following product estimate which is a consequence of the product estimate II. Let r > n/2,
`i  1, i = 1, . . . , j,
P




Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will show that Theorem 2.3 applies to the modied Einstein evolution




= (g0, k0), as a quasi{linear hyperbolic system (in the sense of Denition 2.2) of the form




uij = gij, (3.11a)
vij = −2kij , (3.11b)
Then uij, vij are symmetric 2{tensors. We expand the Lie derivatives LXuij , LXvij in terms of r^,
(LXu)ij = Xmr^muij + uljr^iX l + uilr^jX l
and similarly for LXvij . Similarly ririN can be written in terms of r^ as
rirjN = r^ir^jN − 12g
lm(r^igjm + r^jgim − r^mgji)r^lN.
The Ricci tensor Rij of gji is quasilinear elliptic, up to a gauge term. This is seen from the identity
Rij = −12^ggij + δij + Sij


















V l = gmn(Γlmn − Γ^lmn).
In the computation giving Sij, is it convenient to make use of the fact that Sij is a tensor, and work
in a local coordinate system with Γ^ijk = 0 at the center of coordinates.
Let Sij[u, ∂u] be the expression corresponding to Sij[g, ∂g]. Now we may write the system that
shows up in the proof of local existence in the form
∂tuij = Nvij + LXuij (3.12a)










lm(r^iujm + r^juim − r^muji)r^lN

(3.13)
where umn = (u−1)mn.
In order to apply the energy estimates as presented in section 2, we further expand the Lie derivative
in terms of r^. This gives the system in the form
∂tuij = Nvij + r^Xuij + F1ij (3.14a)
∂tvij = N^guij + r^Xvji + F2ij (3.14b)
where
F1ij = uljr^iX l + uilr^jX l
F2ij = Fij + vljr^iX l + vilr^jX l
with Fij given by (3.13). Finally, assuming that the dening equations for N,X have unique solutions,
let N = N [u, v], X = X[u, v] be given by (1.11). Then (1.10) takes the form
∂tu = Nv + r^Xu + F1[u, v]
∂tv = N^gu + r^Xv + F2[u, v]
(3.15)
Introduce the notation U = (u, v), then g = g[U ], k = k[U ] and F [U ] = (F1[U ],F2[U ]). Further, via
(1.11) we have N = N [U ],X = X[U ].
Then we can write equation (3.15) in the form
L[U ]U = F [U ], U
t=t0
= U0 (3.16)
with L given by (2.8), and U0 given in terms of (g0, k0) by (3.11). Clearly (3.16) is a system of the form
considered in Denition 2.2. From the denition of F and Lemma 3.2, it follows that the CMCSH
Cauchy problem with data in V is quasilinear hyperbolic, regular of order m = bsc − 1, and hence
Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 2.3.
Remark 3.2. The proof that F : Hs ! Hs is the only place in the proof of Theorem 3.1 where the
“additional regularity” N,X 2 Hs+1 Hs+1 is used, cf. Remark 3.1.
4. Evolution of gauges and constraints
Let n  2 and x s > n/2 + 1. Let g^ be a xed C1 metric on M with Levi-Civita covariant
derivative r^. Introduce the constraint and gauge quantities (A,F, V i,Di) by
A = trk − t, (4.1a)
V k = gijek(riej − r^iej) (4.1b)
F = R + (trk)2 − jkj2 −riV i, (4.1c)






A calculation shows the constraint and gauge quantities (A,F, V i,Di) satisfy a hyperbolic system
when (g, k,N,X) solve the modied evolution equation (1.10{1.11). Using an energy estimate for
this hyperbolic system, we will prove that if (A,F, V i,Di) = 0 for the initial data (g0, k0), then
(A,F, V i,Di)  0 along the solution curve (g, k,N,X) with
(g, k) 2 \0‘m  C‘((T0, T1);Hs−‘ Hs−1−‘), (4.3a)
(N,X) 2 \0‘mC‘((T0, T1);Hs+1−‘ Hs+1−‘), (4.3b)
where m = bsc − 1, constructed in Theorem 3.1. In computing the time derivatives of the constraint
quantities A,F, V,D, we note the fact that the eect of Lie dragging gij , kij by X, is that the quantities
A,F, V,D are also Lie dragged. We have using (1.10{1.11) and (4.1),
∂tV
i = LXV i + NDi (4.4a)
∂tA = LXA + NF (4.4b)
∂tF = LXF +riNDi + 2NF trk + 2Nkijδij + V frf (Ntrk)
+ NA + 2riNriA (4.4c)
∂tDi = LXDi +riNF + NtrkDi + N(Vi + RifV f )
+ NtrkriA + 2rmNδmi (4.4d)




gim(rjhkm +rkhjm −rmhjk) (4.5)
DR.h = −h ii +rirjhij −Rijhij (4.6)
and the identities
−2rjXj +rirj(riXj +rjXi) = rmRXm + 2RimriXm (4.7)
LY hij = Y mrmhij + hmjriY m + himrjY m (4.8)





∂tDi = N(Vi + RifV f )
Using the product and composition estimates stated in section 2 and the denition of Rij in terms of
gij , one nds that at a Riemann metric gij , the map gij 7! Rij is smooth and satises
jjRij jjHs−2  C([g])jjgjjHs ,
for s > n/2 + 1.
Dene the energy E = E1 + E2 by
E1 = 12
Z




(jV j2 + jrV j2 + jDj2)µg
The following Lemma gives the energy estimate required for proving that the Einstein vacuum con-
straints and the CMCSH gauge is conserved by the modied Einstein evolution equations.
Lemma 4.1. Let (g, k,N,X) be a solution to (1.10,1.11), satisfying the regularity condition (4.3).
There is a constant C = C(g, k,N) so that
j∂tEj  CE
Proof. We compute ∂tE using (4.4). Due to covariance, the LX terms in (4.4) can be dropped. From
the assumptions, it follows that ∂tgij 2 Hs−1  L1. Therefore, we only need to consider the terms in
∂tE involving ∂tA, ∂tF , ∂tV i, and ∂tDi. Using (4.4) and performing a partial integration, it is easy to
check that
j∂tE1j  CE .
It remains to consider ∂tE2. It is straightforward to show ∂t





(riV jrkV lgikgjl + DiDjgij)µg
The only terms which need to be considered in detail are those where ∂t hits Γ
j
im, V
j or Di. The term
involving ∂tΓ
j





The terms involving ∂tV j, ∂tDi yield, after a partial integration, the expressionZ
NRifV
fDiµg (4.10)
From the assumptions, we have ∂tΓ
j
im and Rif bounded in H
s−2. Further, V and D are bounded in
H1 and L2, respectively, by E . The expressions (4.9) and (4.10) are of the form R uvw with u 2 Hs−2,
v 2 H1, w 2 L2. By Sobolev imbedding, Hs−2  Lr for some r > n, since s − 2 > 1 by assumption.
For dimension n > 2, H1  L2n=(n−2), while in dimension 2, H1  Lp, for all p  1. After an
application of the Cauchy inequality we get the estimate
j
Z
uvwj  CjjujjLr jjvjjLp jjwjjL2  CjjujjHs−2 jjvjjH1 jjwjjL2 ,
where for n > 2, we choose p = 2n/(n−2), while for n = 2, we choose p large enough so that uv 2 L2,
which is always possible since in this case, u 2 Lr for some r > 2 and v 2 Lp for all p < 1. Together
with the above this gives j∂tE2j  CE . This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.1 and the Gronwall inequality now shows that if E = 0 initially, then E = 0 along the solution
curve. We now have
Theorem 4.2. Let (g0, k0) 2 V, and assume (M,g0, k0) satisfy the Einstein vacuum constraint equa-
tions (1.4) and the gauge conditions (1.6), i.e.
(A,F, V,D) = 0.
Then the space–time metric g defined in terms of the solution (g, k,N,X) of the CMCSH Cauchy
problem, is a solution of the Einstein vacuum equations.
5. Isomorphism property
Let n  2 and x s > n/2 + 1. In this section, we use local coordinates unless otherwise stated.
Dene G to be the set of (g, k) 2 Hs Hs−1 such that
g is a Riemann metric (5.1a)
(A,F, V,D) = 0 at (g, k) (5.1b)
Thus (g, k) 2 G precisely when (g, k) satises the constraint equations (1.4) and the gauge conditions
(1.6). In this section we will work in the CMC time t = trgk. For initial data (g0, k0) with t0 = trg0k0,
let (T−, T+), T− < t0 < T+ be a maximal existence interval, dened by analogy with the notion of
maximal existence time.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that (g0, k0) 2 G and that g^ has negative sectional curvature. Then the
CMCSH Cauchy problem is strongly locally well–posed in Ck(Hs), k = bsc and the Lorentz metric
g constructed from the solution (g,N,X) is a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations. Further,
the following continuation principle holds. Let t0 = trg0k0 < 0 and let (T−, T+), T− < t0 < T+, be
a maximal existence interval for the CMCSH Cauchy problem in CMC time t = trgk. Then either
(T−, T+) = (−1, 0) or
lim sup([g] + jjDgjjL1) = 1
as t % T+ or as t & T−.
We begin by considering the operator P dened by
PY i = Y i + RifY
f − LY V i − 2rmY n(Γimn − Γ^imn)
We will need some material concerning vector and tensor elds along maps. Consider a map
φ : (M,gij) ! (N,h). We use latin indices for coordinates on M and greek indices for coordinates
on N . The bundles of tensor elds along φ, ⊗kT M ⊗ φ−1TN have natural connections which we
denote by D. Here φ−1TN is the pullback of TN to M along φ. We work this out in local coordinates
for k = 0, 1, 2.
Div














jk −MΓ‘ijξγ‘k −MΓ‘ikξγj‘ + NΓγξjk∂iφ (5.4)
where if the left hand side is evaluated at x 2 M , all objects on N are evaluated at φ(x).
On the bundles ⊗kT M ⊗ φ−1TN , there is a natural inner product h, i which is local coordinates
is given by
hv,wi = vwh
hξ, ηi = ξi ηj hgij
and similarly for higher order tensors. It is straightforward to check that D is metric w.r.t. h, i.






holds, and thus the operator D is self{adjoint with respect to the L2 pairingZ
M
hv,wiµg
Lemma 5.2. Assume g^ has negative sectional curvature and V = 0. Then P : Hs+1 ! Hs−1 is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Let φ : M ! M be a dieomorphism. Then






This follows from that fact that the dierence of Christoel symbols transforms as a tensor, or by a









(φV )i(x) = ∂m(φ−1)iV m(φ(x))








gkl(RiljmY m + RjlimY m +rirjYl +rjriYl)
and similarly for (






i = [Y, V ]i = −LV Y i.
Now consider the identity (5.5) with φ replaced by φs. Dierentiating with respect to s and evaluating
at s = 0, gives the identity
PY i = gmn(r^mr^nY i + R^imjnY j) (5.6)
where the indices on the Riemann tensor R^ of g^ are raised and lowered with g^. Using the denition
of r^ in terms of Γ^ we have
gmnr^mr^nY i = gmn(∂mr^nY i − Γ^rmnr^rY i + Γ^ijmr^nY j)
= gmn(∂mr^nY i − Γrmnr^rY i + Γ^ijmr^nY j) + V rr^rY i
where we used the denition of V to replace Γ^ by Γ.
Now we will think of Y as a vector eld along the map Id : (M,g) ! (M, g^). For clarity we will
use lower case greek indices for objects associated with g^. Recalling the denition of the connection
D and the operator D, we see that
gmnr^mr^nY  = DY  + V rDrY 
Hence equation (5.6) takes the form
PY  = DY  + gmnR^mnY
 + V rDrY 
Now assume as in the statement of the Lemma that V = 0. ThenZ








The quadratic form (Y,W ) ! gmnR^mnY W  is symmetric and when g^ has negative sectional
curvatures then there is a λ > 0 so that
gmnR^mnY
Y   −λ2jY j2
It follows that an estimate of the form
jjY jjL2  CjjPY jjL2
holds, and the Lemma now follows from the fact that P is second order elliptic of the form (3.8), cf.
the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let P be as above, let the operators B,E,A be dened as in section 3. By
the proof of Lemma 3.2, A is an elliptic second order operator of the form (3.8). Therefore, in order
to prove that A is an isomorphism, it is enough to prove that ker A = ker A = f0g. It follows
from the maximum principle that B is an isomorphism as long as trgk 6= 0. By Lemma 5.2, P is an
isomorphism. In view of the fact that A is lower triangular, the isomorphism property now follows
from the isomorphism property for B and P .
We have now proved that G  V and hence the conclusion of Theorems 3.1 and 4.2 apply. It remains
to prove the continuation principle. In view of Theorem 3.1, it is enough to estimate CNX in terms








which gives the corresponding estimate for B. Now we have bounded CNX in terms of [g] and
(trgk)−1. Finally, to see that T+  0, note that as M admits a metric g^ with negative sectional
curvature, it admits no metric with nonnegative scalar curvature, cf. [7, Corollary A, p. 94]. In
case n = 2, this is a consequence of the uniformization theorem. Now suppose that T+ > 0. Then
trgk = 0 must occur during the evolution, at which instant the scalar curvature of g is nonnegative
by the Hamiltonian constraint (1.4a), which gives a contradiction. Therefore we have T+  0. This
completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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